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Hiroshi Kaneta＊, Ichiro Omura, (Kyushu Institute of Technology) 
A steady-state distribution of free carriers is generated in the silicon wafer by irradiating the 1064-nm YAG 
laser beam. By measuring the behavior of refraction of another infrared laser beam caused by the generated free 
carriers, we derive the distribution of the generated free carriers, to finally obtain the diffusion length and 
lifetime of the free carriers. 
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1． はじめに 

















































































発生させるための波長 1064 nm (フォトンエネルギー＝




















































Fig. 1.  Schematic description for the operating principle of the 
dual laser beam technique to evaluate the lifetime of free carriers 























〈3･1〉 装置   本実験で用いた装置の写真を図 2に、
また装置構成を示す平面模式図を図 3 に示す。図 2 では、
評価対象とするシリコンウェーハ上のＹＡＧレーザの照射
点が“P”で、赤外レーザの照射店が“Ｓ”と印されている。 









Fig. 2．Photograph of the experimental apparatus used for the 
experiment. The red and yellow dotted lines drawn in the figure 
represent the infrared laser beam penetrating the silicon wafer, and 
the YAG laser beam to generate the free carriers in the wafer, 
respectively.  The positions of irradiation (focusing) of these two 







Fig. 3.  Schematic description of the top view of the 










Fig. 4.   Result of experiment. Figures (a)-(d) are the 
photographs of the infrared laser beam detected by the CCD 
image sensor in Fig. 3.  Photograph (a) was taken in the 
absence of YAG laser irradiation, which is equivalent to the 
situation of the YAG laser beam far distant from the infrared 
laser beam. Figures (b) - (d) indicate how the (angle of) 
refraction of the infrared laser beam changes with change of 
irradiation position Z (Point P in Fig. 2) of the YAG laser 
beam. Figure (e) schematically shows the continuous curve of 
refraction angle  (Z): the angle of refraction  as the function 
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Fig. 5.  Realization of parallel dual laser beams inside 
the wafer. Both of the infrared and YAG laser beams 
are on the plains parallel to the (x,y)－plain.  
 
